STOP THE #1 KILLER OF TEENS: CAR CRASHES.

Reckless and distracted driving is anytime your:

- Eyes are off the road
- Hands are off the wheel
- Mind is off driving
- Ears are not alert

50% of the teens who died in crashes were passengers driven by another teen
75% of crashes do not involve alcohol or drugs

Here’s What We Can Do For You

- Teen Presentations
- Lead the Leaders
- Parent-Teen Workshops

In Person, Virtual, and Online Modules

To meet educational standards, we offer our programs both in-person and virtually. These resources feature engaging quizzes, educational videos, and provide evidence-based strategies to empower teens to make good choices behind the wheel—as a driver or a passenger.

Create Real Impact Contest

A twice-yearly opportunity for teens and schools to win educational grants for submitting their creative solutions to end reckless and distracted driving! For more information visit www.CreateRealImpact.com
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